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An illustrated adaptation of the long-running bestseller How Full Is Your Bucket? (more than
400,000 copies sold) for kids — told through the story of a boy who learns a valuable “bucket
filling” metaphor and watches it come to life as the day unfolds.Every moment matters.Each of
us has an invisible bucket. When our bucket is full, we feel great. When it’s empty, we feel awful.
Yet most children (and many adults) don’t realize the importance of having a full bucket
throughout the day.In How Full Is Your Bucket? For Kids, Felix begins to see how every
interaction in a day either fills or empties his bucket. Felix then realizes that everything he says or
does to other people fills or empties their buckets as well.Follow along with Felix as he learns
how easy it can be to fill the buckets of his classmates, teachers and family members. Before the
day is over, you’ll see how Felix learns to be a great bucket filler, and in the process, discovers
that filling someone else’s bucket also fills his own.

From School Library JournalKindergarten-Grade 2—Based on the author's adult work How Full
Is Your Bucket? (Gallup, 2004), this book explains that we all have invisible buckets of water over
our heads. The negative actions of others toward us can empty the buckets, and our own
meanness toward them can deplete their vessels, too. Positive actions reverse the process. Felix
refuses to allow his sister to play blocks with him. When she angrily kicks over his tower, his
grandfather explains that Felix dipped from his sister's container. The next morning Felix actually
sees a bucket floating over his own head, and during the course of the day, as he is alternately
bullied and praised, he realizes what causes it to be empty or full. This story is so heavy-handed
and didactic that children are likely to find it laughable. Neither Felix, his sister, nor even their
dog is a likable character, and the floating buckets over everyone's head look just plain silly.—
Grace Oliff, Ann Blanche Smith School, Hillsdale, NJ ENDFrom the PublisherWhen Felix wakes
up one morning, he finds an invisible bucket floating overhead. A rotten morning threatens his
mood - and his bucket - drop by drop. Can Felix discover how to refill his bucket before it's
completely empty?From the AuthorTom Rath has been described by the media and business
leaders as, "one of the greatest thinkers of his generation." His #1 international bestsellers have
sold more than 5 million copies in the last decade and made over 250 appearances on the Wall
Street Journal's bestseller list.Tom's next book, EAT MOVE SLEEP: WHY SMALL CHOICES
MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE is already receiving critical acclaim as his next "blockbuster book,"
a "transformative work," and as the new "operating code for human health." To learn more or
request and Advance Copy, visit: tomrath.orgTom is a Senior Scientist and Advisor to Gallup,
where he previously spent 13 years leading the organization's work on employee engagement,
strengths, and wellbeing. He also served as Vice Chairman of the VHL cancer research
organization. Tom earned degrees from the University of Michigan and University of



Pennsylvania, where he is now a guest lecturer. Tom and his wife, Ashley, and their two children
live in Arlington, Virginia.From the Inside FlapEvery Moment MattersEach of us has an invisible
bucket. When our bucket is full, we feel great. When it's empty, we feel awful. Yet most children
(and many adults) don't realize the importance of having a full bucket throughout the day.In How
Full Is Your Bucket? For Kids, Felix begins to see how every interaction in a day either fills or
empties his bucket. Felix then realizes that everything he says or does to other people fills or
empties their buckets as well.Follow along with Felix as he learns how easy it can be to fill the
buckets of his classmates, teachers, and family members. Before the day is over, you'll see how
Felix learns to be a great bucket filler, and in the process, discovers that filling someone else's
bucket also fills his own.How many buckets will you fill today?From the Back CoverHow did you
feel after your last interaction with another person? Did that person — your spouse, best friend,
coworker, or even a stranger — "fill your bucket" by making you feel more positive? Or did that
person "dip from your bucket," leaving you more negative than before? The number one New
York Times and number one Business Week bestseller, How Full Is Your Bucket? reveals how
even the briefest interactions affect your relationships, productivity, health, and longevity.
Organized around a simple metaphor of a dipper and a bucket, and grounded in 50 years of
research, this book will show you how to greatly increase the positive moments in your work and
your life — while reducing the negative. Filled with discoveries, powerful strategies, and
engaging stories, How Full Is Your Bucket? is sure to inspire lasting changes and has all the
makings of a timeless classic.About the AuthorTom RathTom Rath is one of the most influential
authors of his generation. His #1 international bestsellers have sold more than 5 million copies
and made over 250 appearances on the Wall Street Journal's bestseller list. Tom's new book,
EAT MOVE SLEEP: WHY SMALL CHOICES MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE is already receiving
critical acclaim as his next "blockbuster book," a "transformative work," and being described as
the new "operating code for human health." To learn more, read an exclusive preview of Eat
Move Sleep, or request and Advance Copy, visit: tomrath.org Tom serves as a Senior Scientist
and Advisor to Gallup, where he previously spent 13 years leading the organization's work on
employee engagement, strengths, and wellbeing. Tom also served as Vice Chairman of the VHL
cancer research organization. He earned degrees from the University of Michigan and University
of Pennsylvania, where he is now a guest lecturer. Tom and his wife, Ashley, and their two
children live in Arlington, Virginia.MARY RECKMEYER, Ph.D. is Executive Director of the
Donald O. Clifton Child Development Center, which has received national attention for
excellence in early childhood education. She developed this center more than 25 years ago, and
it has now helped thousands of kids build their lives around their strengths, while also serving as
a model for schools nationwide.Mary is a former preschool and elementary teacher who holds
degrees in educational psychology and education. Her research focus is on youth strengths
development, educational programming, and lifespan development. MAURIE J. MANNING is an
author/illustrator, most recently of Kitchen Dance. She has also had the great pleasure of
illustrating many other authors' books. Maurie lives in Northern California with her teen daughter,



two dogs (Kip, the naughty one, was the inspiration for Felix's dog Buster), and two very talkative
African Grey parrots.Read more
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Have You Filled a Bucket Today?: A Guide to Daily Happiness for Kids (Bucketfilling Books)
Bucket Filling from A to Z: The Key to Being Happy Have You Filled a Bucket Today?: A Guide to
Daily Happiness for Kids



Tammie McFarland, “Cute. My kids loved this story!”

Grandma49, “Helps children to think about others. My granddaughter got this book in
kindergarten. She loved it. I bought it for my great nephew. I hope he likes it as much as she did.”

Melonnie, “Building Social Emotional Awareness. I like the simple text and illustrations of this
book. Both allow me plenty of opportunities to pause while reading to ask students thought-
provoking questions about bucket filling. Great read for the beginning of the school year!”

J. Schick, “Good for kindness. This book is perfect for teaching kindness.”

maygon, “I loved the book. I Iike the pictures in this book the study”

Merely A Mom, “A Lesson For All Ages. Having two boys at home they say some pretty out of the
normal things; well my oldest came home calling his brother a bucketdipper and well my mind
went somewhere else and at that point of course I had to research where this word came from ...
and this is why I ordered this book. My oldest who is in Kindergarten was read this book in class
and was taught that when saying or doing something not so nice thet was "bucket dipping"
which hence the term "bucketdipper." Now there are many reasons thet someone can be a
bucketdipper the book goes on to show many examples. The example I found extremely useful
for children to understand which was when someone is hurt they hurt others; I loved this exampl
of a bucketdipper. When someone is a bucketdipper they not only dip into another bucket but
they also dip into their own hence not really helping themselves by choosing to be men or have a
bad attitude. Now the point is to be a bucket filler the bucket fillers when filling others buckets
also fill their own as it feels good to help others feel good. This book allows children to self reflect
and think about how to not only earn stickers or checks for their own end reward but how to help
others most importantly and feeling good about it as a reward in itself. I highly recommend the
collection of these books as it is a great lesson for adults and children alike anyone can benefit
from self reflection at any age.”

myegosego11, “10 years old and ever so important. I only recently realized I purchased this
book for my daughter 10 years ago! She’s 16 now and has a little sister who is 4. This book was
the perfect visual to explain feelings, how to treat others and set expectations for how to be
treated. Wonderful illustrations and “hidden/no so hidden” message for the young and older. I am
so happy we have cared for this book over the years.”

Mickey, “Lovely, clear message about kindness. I bought this book for my Year 2 class at school
after some of the girls were falling out with each other too easily. We have read this a few times



and also created a "class bucket" - the children really engaged well with the story and two weeks
have now passed without any falling out at all! Long may it continue!The children are also in the
habit of talking about "their buckets" and have learnt that they can increase someone's else
happiness.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fantastic Story. One of my favourite books that really make children think
about empathy and sympathy. I read this to my grade 1 class and the students really enjoyed it.
The idea of a bucket of feelings really resonated with them.”

JT, “Really cool. My kids and I really enjoy this book. It help explains a difficult concept to
children. And, it helps me to get my little children to do things that they don't always want to do
(e.g. help their little brother, skype with their grandparents, tidy their toys, etc.).”

M.M.M., “BRILLIANT BOOK. This is a superb book and you need to get the others too that are
part of this "Bucket Filling" project.. IT is the MOST IMPORTANT message not just for children
but for all of us!!!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 2,602 people have provided feedback.
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